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this conclusion might rest on the solid foundation of experience
of every kind, he wished that many experiments should be made
and the results carefully recorded, so that ultimately natural
laws might be framed. Bacon claimed to have 'established for
ever a true and lawful marriage between the empirical and the
rational faculty';1 but it must be admitted that his idea of
having a large number of experiments performed more or less
haphazard was not likely to be very fruitful. The inductive
method by itself rarely leads anywhere. Generally, the great
discoveries in science have been made in the study from existing
data, and afterwards new tests to confirm or refute them are
devised in the laboratory. Moreover, although Bacon insisted
so strongly upon the value of experiments, he did not keep pace
with the work of other scientists, and particularly his own con-
temporaries in England, very few of whose names are even
mentioned in his writings. He rejected both the old Ptolemaic
astronomy, because it was too complicated, and the theories of
Copernicus, because they were mere hypotheses. His own
theory was largely borrowed from Patrizzi and was really old-
fashioned.2 Furthermore, in his attack on Aristotelianism and
his insistence upon experimentation he was often merely push-
ing at an open door, for he had been anticipated by many
Englishmen.
As regards the vexed question of religion and science, he
was anxious that things human should not interfere with things
divine, and argued that the increase of knowledge about nature
would not lead to incredulity about religion. He stated that
the understanding, being purged of fancies, would be entirely
submissive to the divine oracles, and 'give to faith that which
is faith's9.3 There can be little doubt that Bacon's desire to
keep religion and science separate was due to his fear of the
conservatism and litcralness of theologians,4 That this fear was
not illusory may be shown in the case of witchcraft, which
the pious were content to accept because it was mentioned
in the Bible, and belief in which, for that reason, could not
be denounced in toto.
The continued existence of scholastic 'truth*, without any
contact with 'truth* as revealed by experiment and observation,
1 Preface to The Great Installation,     * WorJcst iii. 716-23.      3 Works, iv. 20.
4 Here, and elsewhere in this section, I am much indebted to Basil Willey, The
Seventeenth Century Background (1934).

